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PPPL MHD equilibrium and stability tools have been used to
examine unexplored territory in plasma parameter space to find
plasmas which meet the goals of APEX:

High wall loading while avoiding low reliability engineering
features

Loosely speaking, high wall loading translates into high beta.

Low reliability design features tend to arise from the physics
requirements to avoid otherwise fatal instabilities arising from high
beta.



The following four instabilities are seen regularly in present
experiments and are sufficiently  understood to be widely regarded
as likely fatal threats to a high beta reactor (such as ARIES) unless
some cure is implemented:

INSTABILITY CURE

 Ideal MHD instabilities.   conducting shell
current drive

Resistive wall modes. rapid plasma rotation
active magnetic feedback

 rapid flow of the shell

 Bootstrap current driven islands current drive delivered
(would likely prevent operation precisely to the island
at reactor parameters and high beta) (ITER budgeted 100 MW)

Thermal instability of transport postulated that current
barriers => runaway beta drive might be able to

control transport



The potentially low reliability engineering features of the cures
are:

1) the reliability of the shell under high stress from strong
heating, and the effect of the shell on nuclear properties

2) Current drive antennas, which must be close to the plasma
for good power coupling  and are exposed to high surface
heat fluxes and neutron fluxes. Antennas also are obstacles
to surface liquid flows protecting the rest of the wall.
(Current drive is also very expensive in capitol and
power.)

3) Active feedback loops carrying significant electrical
power with insulators which do not tolerate high neutron
fluxes

4) Ports for neutral beams to generate plasma rotation.  Ports
complicate free surface flows, and have duct walls exposed
to the high surface heat fluxes

5) Precise plasma diagnostics to locate growing islands so
current can be delivered to them

6) flowing liquid metals are dragged to a halt by very low
normal magnetic perturbations.

Reactor reliability is only as good as the weakest link.
The question examined in this talk is this:

If a liquid metal could be used as the conducting shell (even in
channels behind the shell) so that it would solve the engineering
problems of a close shell,  is there a plasma geometry which would



allow cures to all four instabilities above without introducing the
other low reliability engineering features ?

YES - results indicate that plasma shaping with a close
shell and liquid walls could potentially eliminate the need
for current drive and neutral beams, while keeping
feedback loops behind the shield.

It is also found that: the plasma ignition start-up sequence places
the most design severe constraints on the conductive shell. Thus,
the start-up sequence:

a) sets the maximum elongation
b) thus determines beta
c) gives the maximum normal B. (So strategies to deal with

flow damping from B normal are most challenged at start-
up).

ELONGATED PLASMA KINK
STABILITY RESULTS

The PPPL codes JSOLVER and PEST were used (the same codes
as used by the ARIES team)



Elongation κ from 2 to 6 has been successfully examined. This is
much higher than the existing literature.  ~ 100 equilibria have
been generated and tested for stability.  Runs have emphasized
very high bootstrap fractions (>99%).

Stability has been examined for all relevant toroidal mode numbers
n (n~ 1- 10), as well as ballooning modes.

Examples for ARIES –like triangularity ( δ = 0.7) are given below.
An example with inboard indentation  ∆  (∆/a  =0.5) is also shown.

κ β* shell distance d/a for stability

2 7.1% .33
3 17.1% .46
4 25% .45
4* 25% .5
*indented case
As can be seen, the  wall distance requirements improve with κ.

Resistive Wall Kink Modes

Recall the cures are plasma rotation (ARIES), feedback and liquid
metal flow.

Problems with rotation:
a) power requirements for rotation unacceptable (see May)
b) beam driven plasma rotation does not result in long term

stabilization in present experiments
c) beam ports obstruct liquid flows, beam ducts facing plasma are

not coated by liquid => reliability issue



=> should consider feedback and /or liquid metal flow

ARIES  AT:  kinks up to toroidal mode number n = 7 require wall
stabilization.  If plasma rotation stabilized wall modes, this would
be OK.

High n kink instabilities makes stabilization by feedback or liquid
metal flow problematic

Problems with Stabilization of High n
Kinks with Feedback or Liquid Metal

Flow

With feedback, high n
Ø active coils close to the plasma
Ø reliability / feasibility issue

Keeping active coils behind the shield would be much better

For liquid metal flow, the resistive wall growth rate increases with
n => stabilization with flow requires higher velocity

The qualitative characteristics of the instabilities found in
PEST indicate higher elongation is more suitable for feedback
and liquid metal flow stabilization

For best 99+% bootstrap (pressure driven current) cases:

κ  unstable n range d/a



2 1-5 .33
3 1-4 .46
4 1 .45
4* 1-4 .65
The κ = 4 case would almost certainly allow active coils behind the
shield



Reduction in Beta to Allow Stabilization
of Wall Modes by Feedback or Liquid

Metal Flow

Alternatively, one could reduce beta until only low n kink modes
were unstable, so that the active coils can be placed behind the
shield.  Using as a criterion that only n =1 and n = 2 modes require
wall stabilization, the beta limits are:

κ  β∗ Wall loading MW/m
2

2 3.8% 4.3
3 11.8% 8
4 25% 9.6
4* 19.4% 5.7

( for 1 GW reactor with Bcoil=15 T and 1.3 m shield)

Resistive wall calculations using WALLCODE would need to be
considered for quantitative accuracy.  Interfacing with PEST is still
in progress.



Elimination of Current Drive

The cases above were for bootstrap current (pressure driven
current fractions ~ 99.8%  (without “overdrive”).

Current drive could also cure for bootstrap current driven islands,
and is postulated as a hypothetical cure for the thermal instability.

I have found (and reported at the ICC meeting) that plasma
shaping (inboard indentation) can stabilize these islands, by
enhancing the known stabilizing MHD effects (“Glasser term”).

At elongation four, the plasma must be indented by about half the
minor radius for robust bootstrap island stability (though less
might suffice in practice).

With liquid walls, confinement could be reliably controlled by
applying a controlled amount of toroidal  field ripple to lose high
energy alpha particles from the plasma, modulating heating. I am
looking further into this – the main issue is that alpha losses cause
localized heating which may give vapor pressure problems.

Thus, it appears that current drive can be reduced to a residual
level using strong plasma shaping and liquid walls.

Also, with feedback or liquid wall rotation, there is no need for
neutral beams.  Ohmic ignition is marginal => large reduction in
heating capital costs

Vertical Instability of High Elongation
Cases



The vertical instability is very sensitive to the plasma current
profile (parameterized by the plasma internal inductance li).

Current profiles during startup are substantially more unstable
high bootstrap cases in operation.

Thus, the shell distance (and thus maximum elongation) is set by
the startup scenario. The maximum elongation is similarly
limited by the start-up scenario.

This is true in for ARIES RS and AT.  An ‘unexceptional’ start-up
current profile (li =.8) was assumed, and this was used to
determine the shell distances.

However, DIII-D has run startup scenarios to advanced tokamak
plasmas with much more favorable current profiles  (li as low as .3
- .5)

Start-up with these profiles would allow higher κ or larger shell
distances from the plasma.

As discussed in May, feedback stabilization is possible for k = 3.

However, if li = 0.6 (well within DIII-D experience) feedback
stabilization is possible for κ = 4,  with an feedback system where
the plasma is surrounded by many  (N) feedback loops located
behind the shield.

For κ = 4, a shell of 2 cm of Li 7 cm from the plasma is assumed.

For N > 24, stabilization is possible, for feedback powers <40 MW
(the ARIES limit)



But for N<16, feedback stabilization was not possible even with
higher powers.

But for li = 0.8 , even with N =48, feedback stabilization of the
vertical instability for κ=4, δ = .7 requires ~ 200MW of feedback
power (impractical)

More detailed start-up scenarios which follow the plasma evolution
from a circle to high elongation need to be considered to reliably
set the wall requirements.

WALLCODE is being modified to compute these more
challenging cases.



Maximum Bnormal Also Occurs During
Startup

During the standard start-up of an elongated tokamak, the plasma
evolves from a circle to the final shape =>

Bnormal / Bpoloidal ~ 1

Low damping => startup must occur at low current

After the plasma shape conforms to the wall, Bnormal / Bpoloidal
<<1 can be maintained by feedback as indicated in May

How low a current can be used at start-up?

Typical tokamak startup operation has q < 10.  For ARIES like

parameters, this gives a Bnormal ~ .2 T => flow damping time for
Li of roughly  3 msec, and about 30 msec for SnLi (without
insulating breaks)

The plasma can evolve through this condition no faster than
several tenths of a second => the flow in a CLIFF design would be
damped to a halt during start-up.

Magnetic propulsion could not maintain the flow against this large

of a Bnormal

For atypical operation, how low could current be?



There are references in the literature to well behaved operation at
much higher q with RF current drive (The TRIAM tokamak in

Kasuga Bpoloidal/Btoroidal ~ 1/200,  q ~ 40 at R/a ~ 6.5)

The RF is probably needed for it’s heating properties to keep the
plasma above radiation colapse. I am estimating the heating.

For ARIES,   this gives a damping rate ~ .2 sec for Li and ~ 2 sec
for SnLi

Since the transit time of the stream is ~.5 sec, a damping time of 2
sec is probably tolerable =>

Elongated tokamak start-up for Sn-Li streams seems
possible within present experimental experience

There is no apparent reason why a plasma could not be operated at
even higher q (q ~ 100 would be needed) as long as RF was
available to prevent radiation collapse.

Elongated tokamak start-up for Li streams seems possible by
extending present operational experience by an amount which is
plausible



Conclusions

MHD kink stability calculations with PEST find κ = 3 – 4 plasmas
with high beta have requirements for wall stabilization which are
less stringent than κ = 2

For cases which are suitable for feedback stabilization using active
coils behind the shield,  κ = 3 –4 have beta ~ 11-25 %, vs ~ 4% for
κ = 2.

Such cases are also likely to have lower velocity requirements for
liquid metal flow stabilization

Indentation can stabilize bootstrap current driven islands.

Current drive requirements for MHD stability are then reduced to
very low levels.

With liquid walls, there is the potential to control the thermal
instability using controlled losses of alpha particles from ripple.

Vertical stabilization of cases up to k = 4 with acceptable feedback
power is possible with conducting shells very close to the first wall
and with many feedback loops.

Start-up of elongated tokamaks while keeping Bnormal values
small appears possible with some auxiliary heating (i.e. RF)


